Course: Botanical Collections
Instructor: Robin Menard
Instructor's email: robbie3005@yahoo.com

Basic Supplies:
- Your chosen graphite pencils
- Erasers you typically use: kneaded, Tombo, battery operated
- Drawing board or smooth drawing surface
- Chosen paper based upon medium, cut to 8 inches x 8 inches
- Magnifier (optional)

Color Supplies: the medium you work in is your choice. Bring what you have or love to work in; colored pencil, watercolor pencils or watercolor. Here are some suggestions:
- Prismacolor pencils: a basic set of 24 should be sufficient. If you have colors from a Phipps class, just bring those.
- Watercolor pencils: these are a good option, so if you have some, bring them!
- Watercolors: again, this is your choice. Basic colors will work. If you have colors from a Phipps class, bring them and any brushes you need.

Nature’s Treasures: dig out the little treasures you have been saving to paint one day. You will need at least 5 items such as acorns, twigs, feathers, shells, etc.